
Introduction

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018

Dear Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser, 

Self-assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding Arrangements 2018

In accordance with the House of Bishops’ Safeguarding Policy, each diocese is asked to complete an annual assessment.

Responses will be aggregated and the information presented to the National Safeguarding Steering Group and the
Archbishops’ Council. A summary of the information will be published but the returns of individual dioceses will not be
identified. The responses will be used to assess the overall progress the Church is making and to inform future policy,
training and support. Individual dioceses will be able to assess their own performance against national trends.

Survey guidance

It is possible to exit the survey and return to it, but you will only be able to retrieve your answers if you are using the same
computer and therefore the same IP address. This can be unreliable, so we would recommend that you save your answers
to a word document if you plan on filling out parts of the survey and returning to complete it later.

Some questions relate specifically to the period between 1st January and 31st December 2018. These questions will specify
the time frame, so please read each question carefully. If a specific time frame is not stated within a question, answers
should indicate the position as assessed at the point of completion. If you are unsure about the scope of the question,
please refer to the guidance note or contact Helen Todd. 

If you do not have the information to answer a question, please highlight this at the end of the survey under the question
regarding any additional information. 

Please send your return to safeguardingeo@churchofengland.org not later than Friday 13 September 2019. Upon
completion every diocese will receive a PDF copy of their individual return.

If you require any assistance, please contact Helen Todd at helen.todd@churchofengland.org

Thank you in advance for your help.
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About you

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018

1. Please select the diocese to which this return relates.

2. What is your name?

3. What is your email address?

4. What is your telephone number?
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Clear lines of accountability and governance for safeguarding work

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018

Name

Role

Delegated functions

Additional details

5. What is the name and role of the person that the bishop has delegated to be the safeguarding
lead in your diocese? 

If this is more than one person please provide their information in the 'additional details' box.

If no, please explain why.

6. Does your diocese have a safeguarding panel that operates in line with House of Bishops'
guidance?

Yes

No

If no, please explain why. If yes, does the chair have a background and expertise in safeguarding?

7. Does the panel have an independent lay chair?

Yes

No
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Name

Email address

8. Please provide contact details for the chair:

 Yes No

Senior clergy in the diocese, including the bishop's nominated lead

Lay parish representatives

Ordained parish representatives

Cathedral representatives

Local authority children services representatives

Local authority adults services representatives

Police representatives

Health representatives

Survivor representatives

Probation representatives

 Other:

9. Who attends your panel?

If no, please explain why.

10. Does the panel have terms of reference in line with House of Bishops' Key Roles and
Responsibilities of Church Office Holders and Bodies Practice Guidance?

Yes

No
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If yes, please describe the arrangement. If no, please explain why.

11. Is the panel linked to other key decision making bodies in the diocese e.g. Bishop's Council,
Diocesan Synod or Diocesan Board of Finance?

Yes

No

If no, please explain which guidance your diocese is yet to implement and the reasoning for this.

12. Is your diocese implementing the House of Bishops' Safeguarding Policies and Practice
Guidance?

Yes

No

13. How many parishes are there in your diocese?

14. How do you monitor safeguarding in parishes? Please select all that apply.

Annual audit

Biannual audit

Archdeacons ‘article of inquiry’

My diocese does not currently monitor safeguarding in parishes

Other (please specify):

15. If you do not monitor safeguarding in parishes, please explain why.
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16. If you only use the Archdeacon's 'article of inquiry' to monitor safeguarding in parishes, how
often does this happen, and what is monitored?

17. What is monitored in terms of safeguarding in parishes in your diocese?

18. How is the information from parish audits managed and progressed?

19. How are non-responses to parish audits managed?

20. How many parishes in your diocese have adopted the diocesan safeguarding policy? 

Please note that this may be a parish policy that reflects the diocesan policy. There needs to be
evidence that a parish has a policy, for example from a diocesan parish audit.

21. How many parishes in your diocese have a named Parish Safeguarding Officer?

Please note that there needs to be evidence that a parish has a PSO, for example from a diocesan
parish audit.

If no, please explain.

22. Does your diocese have a formal arrangement in place to work with your local cathedral/s on
safeguarding (e.g. Service Level Agreement or Memorandum of Understanding)?

Yes

No
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If no, please explain.

23. Does your diocese have a formal arrangement in place to work with religious communities on
safeguarding (e.g. Service Level Agreement or Memorandum of Understanding)?

Yes

No
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Strategic planning

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018

If no, please explain.

24. Does your diocese have a safeguarding plan/strategy?

Yes

No

 Yes No

Monitored quarterly?

Informed by the SCIE audit?

Informed by diocesan annual self-assessments?

Informed by lessons learned case reviews?

Progress reported regularly to the diocesan safeguarding advisory panel and key
diocesan bodies?

Further information

25. Is the plan(s):
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Professional Safeguarding Lead and Expertise

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018

1st qualification

2nd qualification

3rd qualification

4th qualification

None

26. What professional qualifications does your Diocesan Safeguarding Adviser(s) (DSA/s) have?

Please note this should be the person deemed the senior safeguarding professional in the
safeguarding team, even if their title is not DSA.

27. If you have more than one DSA please enter their qualifications in the box below.

Lead DSA or equivalent
senior safeguarding
professional

Assistant DSA/
caseworker

28. How many full time equivalent hours do you commission/employ the DSA(s) for?
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 Yes No

Absence of DSA

Out of office hours advice

If yes, please describe. If no, please explain why.

29. Has your diocese any arrangements in place to cover:

 Yes No

Assistant DSA/
caseworker?

Specialist survivor
support worker?

Safeguarding
trainer(s)?

Dedicated
safeguarding
administrator?

Other (please give details):

30. Does your diocese also commission/employ:

31. Are there areas in which you have identified the need for additional resource which the diocese
has not met? If yes, please give details.

Name  

Role  

32. Who line manages the DSA(s)?
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If no, please explain.

33. Does the DSA receive regular professional safeguarding supervision?

Yes

No

34. What is the professional background of the DSA(s) supervisor?

If no, please explain.

35. Is there a clear agreement in place that describes the relationship between the line manager and
the professional supervisor?

Yes

No

Not applicable as professional supervision not in place

Further information

36. Does your diocese have an agreed arrangement for routine DSA engagement with the diocesan
bishop?

Yes

No
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Further information

37. Does your diocese have an agreed arrangement for routine DSA engagement with the senior
staff team in the diocese?

Yes

No

 Yes No N/A

Diocesan website

Parishes

Bell Towers

Cathedrals

Religious Communities

Local Safeguarding
Boards

Police

Local Authority
Designated Officers

Other (please specify):

38. Have DSA/ Safeguarding Team contact details for your diocese been shared with or displayed
on:
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The following definitions should be used in this section:

Concern -  advice and guidance on a safeguarding matter that relates to an individual offered by a DSA
(some dioceses record this as an enquiry) and any concern that subsequently becomes a case. Concern is
used in recognition that different dioceses have different interpretations of what is a ‘case’ and an ‘enquiry’.
It does not include DBS eligibility queries, but would include a risk assessment that arose from a DBS
check.

Current - the diocese was made aware of the concern(s) within a year of the related incident(s) allegedly
taking place

Non-recent - the diocese was made aware of the concern(s) at least a year after the related incident(s)
allegedly took place

The purpose of questions 40-42 is to capture a snap shot of the type of advice, enquiries and case work
that DSAs and Safeguarding Teams deal with. These questions relate to all concerns that were reported to
the diocese or that the DSA/ Safeguarding Team were asked to provide advice on, including those relating
to members of the congregation who are not church officers. Please read each question carefully as they
specify the time frame the response should relate to. 

There will be an element of 'double counting' in some of these questions. For example, concerns about a
'child presenting a risk' may also cause concern regarding 'risk to children', and concerns about an 'adult
presenting risk' may cause concern regarding 'risk to children' as well as 'risk to adults', and so on. In
previous years we did not distinguish who the risk was to and who was presenting the risk, and the data
regarding concerns therefore lacks clarity. The change to this year's questionnaire should result in the
collection of higher quality data.

A culture of listening & responding well to safeguarding concerns

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018
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39. What steps has your diocese taken to promote church officers' awareness of and access to
safeguarding policies and procedures for children and adults? 
 
A “church officer” is anyone appointed/elected by or on behalf of the Church to a post or role,
whether they are ordained or lay, paid or unpaid.

 Total

Risk to children

Children presenting a
risk

Risk to adults

Adults presenting a risk

Further information

40. As of 1st January 2018, how many concerns remained open from previous years?
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 Concerns about risk to children Concerns about children presenting a risk

Physical abuse

Sexual abuse
including illegal images
and/or sexual
exploitation

Neglect

Emotional abuse

Domestic abuse

Spiritual abuse

Discrimination

Other

Total

Further information

41. Number and type of concerns relating to children dealt with by your diocese that were new in
2018

Examples
In 2018, a probation officer called you to inform you that a man, convicted of domestic abuse
related offences against his partner and children, wishes to attend a church in your diocese. The
offences occurred in 2013. This should be counted in the following category in this question:

-Concerns about risk to children, domestic abuse

In 2018, a Parish Safeguarding Officer informed you that a child told her the churchwarden asked
her to send naked images of herself to him. The child informed the PSO the same day, and the PSO
informed the diocese immediately. This should be counted in the following category in this
question:

-Concerns about risk to children, sexual abuse including illegal images and/or sexual exploitation
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Concerns about risk to

adults, current
Concerns about risk to

adults, non-recent

Concerns about adults
presenting a risk,

current

Concerns about adults
presenting a risk, non-

recent

Physical abuse

Sexual abuse including
illegal images
and/or sexual
exploitation

Neglect

Emotional/psychological
abuse

Domestic abuse

Financial/material
abuse

Spiritual abuse

Discrimination 

Other

Total

Further information

42. Number and type of concerns relating to adults dealt with by your diocese that were new in
2018

Examples
In 2018, a probation officer called you to inform you that a man, convicted of domestic abuse
related offences against his partner and children, wishes to attend a church in your diocese. The
offences occurred in 2013. This should be counted in the following categories in this question:

-Concerns about risk to adults, non-recent, domestic abuse

-Concerns about adults presenting a risk, non-recent, domestic abuse

In 2018, a Parish Safeguarding Officer informed you that a child told her the churchwarden asked
her to send naked images of herself to him. The child informed the PSO the same day, and the PSO
informed the diocese immediately. This should be counted in the following category in this
question:

-Concerns about adults presenting a risk, current, sexual abuse including illegal images and/or
sexual exploitation
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Concerns
about risk to

children
reported to
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about

children
presenting

a risk
reported to
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about risk to

children
reported to
diocese by
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about

children
presenting

a risk
reported to
diocese by
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about risk to

adults
reported to
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about adults
presenting

a risk
reported to
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about risk to

adults
reported to
diocese by
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about adults
presenting

a risk
reported to
diocese by
statutory

authorities

Physical abuse

Sexual abuse including
illegal images and/or
sexual exploitation

Neglect

Emotional/psychological
abuse

Domestic abuse

Financial/material
abuse 

Spiritual abuse

Discrimination

43. Number and type of concerns reported to statutory authorities by your diocese or by statutory
authorities to your diocese that were new in 2018

Examples
In 2018, a probation officer called you to inform you that a man, convicted of domestic abuse
related offences against his partner and children, wishes to attend a church in your diocese. The
offences occurred in 2013. This should be counted in the following categories in this question:

-Concerns about risk to children reported to diocese by statutory authorities, domestic abuse
-Concerns about risk to adults reported to diocese by statutory authorities, domestic abuse
-Concerns about adults presenting a risk reported to diocese by statutory authorities, domestic
abuse

In 2018, a Parish Safeguarding Officer informed you that a child told her the churchwarden asked
her to send naked images of herself to him. The child informed the PSO the same day, and the PSO
informed the diocese immediately. This should be counted in the following category in this
question:

-Concerns about risk to children reported to statutory authorities, sexual abuse including illegal
images and/or sexual exploitation
-Concerns about adults presenting a risk reported to statutory authorities, sexual abuse including
illegal images and/or sexual exploitation
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Other

Total

 

Concerns
about risk to

children
reported to
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about

children
presenting

a risk
reported to
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about risk to

children
reported to
diocese by
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about

children
presenting

a risk
reported to
diocese by
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about risk to

adults
reported to
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about adults
presenting

a risk
reported to
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about risk to

adults
reported to
diocese by
statutory

authorities

Concerns
about adults
presenting

a risk
reported to
diocese by
statutory

authorities

Further information

44. Please provide a brief narrative of what you take into consideration when deciding whether or
not to refer a concern to a statutory agency. 

 Risk to children
Children

presenting a
risk

Risk to adults,
current

Risk to adults,
non-recent

Adults
presenting a
risk, current

Adults
presenting a

risk, non-recent

Abuse in the community

Abuse in the family

Abuse in the Church

Abuse in other
institutions

Further information

45. Context of concerns dealt with by your diocese that were new in 2018

In the light of evidence provided to IICSA the following question has been added to improve our
understanding of the context in which concerns reported to DSAs arise. 
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 Total

Priest/ minister/ clergy

Parish or Cathedral
Safeguarding Officer/
Lead

Churchwarden

Church employee

Other church officer

Member of
congregation (non-
church officer)

External organisation
(non-statutory) - this
could include other
denominations or
voluntary organisations

Further information

46. How many concerns were reported to your diocese by the following individuals/ organisations
in 2018?

If yes, what information and how is it made available? If no, why?

47. Does your diocese make information available to children and young people, their parents/
carers, and adults on where to go for help in relation to abuse and neglect?

Yes

No
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48. What arrangements has your diocese made to support children who have been or are at risk of
being abused?

Authorised listeners

Advocacy (e.g. IDSVA)

Counselling

Other (please specify)

49. What arrangements has your diocese made to support adult victims/ survivors of abuse?

Authorised listeners

Advocacy (e.g. IDSVA)

Counselling

Self-help

Other (please specify)

50. How many survivors is the DSA/ Safeguarding Team currently supporting?
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Questions 51-55 relate to allegations that the diocese was made aware of between 1st January 2018 and
31st December 2018

Dealing with allegations against church officers and overseeing risk in the community

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018
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Sexual
abuse

including
illegal

images
and/or
sexual

exploitation

Physical
abuse

Emotional
abuse

Neglect Discrimination
Spiritual
abuse

Domestic
abuse

Total (of each
role/category)

Priest/Minister
(including all currently
serving clergy)

Ordinand

Chaplain

PTO holder

Reader/licensed lay
minister

Churchwarden

Church employee

Volunteer

Other

In last year's survey a significant proportion of responses to this question were categorised as 'other'. If you have
categorised any church officers as 'other' in the above, please list their roles here.

51. Number and type of allegations, that were new in 2018, against church officers relating to the
abuse of children.

If an adult made an allegation of abuse against them that took place when they were a child, this
should be included in this question.
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Sexual
abuse

including
illegal

images
and/or
sexual

exploitation

Physical
abuse

Emotional/
psychological

abuse

Financial
abuse

Neglect Discrimination
Spiritual
abuse

Domestic
abuse

Total (of each
role/category)

Priest/Minister
(including all
currently
serving clergy)

Ordinand

Chaplain

PTO holder

Reader/licensed lay
minister

Churchwarden

Church employee

Volunteer

Other

In last year's survey a significant proportion of responses to this question were categorised as 'other'. If you have
categorised any church officers as 'other' in the above, please list their roles here.

52. Number and type of current allegations, that were new in 2018, against church officers relating
to the abuse of adults.

Please note, current allegations refer to those the diocese was made aware of within a year of the
related incident(s) allegedly taking place.
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Sexual
abuse

including
illegal

images
and/or
sexual

exploitation

Physical
abuse

Emotional/
psychological

abuse

Financial
abuse

Neglect Discrimination
Spiritual
abuse

Domestic
abuse

Total (of each
role/category)

Priest/Minister
(including all
currently
serving clergy)

Ordinand

Chaplain

PTO holder

Reader/licensed lay
minister

Churchwarden

Church employee

Volunteer

Other

In last year's survey a significant proportion of responses to this question were categorised as 'other'. If you have
categorised any church officers as 'other' in the above, please list their roles here.

53. Number and type of non-recent allegations, that were new in 2018, against church officers
relating to the abuse of adults.

Please note, non-recent allegations refer to those the diocese was made aware of at least a year
after the related incident(s) allegedly took place.

54. Please calculate the overall total of allegations that were new in 2018 against church officers
and enter the number in the box below.

55. Of the total number of allegations against clergy (currently serving and retired) in 2018, how
many clergy did this relate to? If multiple allegations were made against an individual member of
clergy, please count this person only once.
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 Total

Risk assessment

Reported to children or
adults' social care, NFA

Reported to children or
adults' social
care, statutory
investigation/ services
provided

Reported to police, NFA

Reported to police,
criminal investigation,
not resulting in caution
or charging decision

Reported to police,
criminal investigation,
case not progressed by
CPS

Reported to police,
criminal investigation,
criminal prosecution
- acquittal

Reported to police,
criminal investigation,
criminal prosecution
- conviction

Referral to DBS by
statutory authorities

Referral to DBS by
diocese

CDM

Name added to
Archbishops' List

Other disciplinary
process (non-clergy)

Further information

56. How many of the following processes/ measures occurred in 2018 in relation to allegations
against church officers? These allegations may have been made prior to 2018. 

There will be an element of 'double counting' in this question as allegation(s) against one church
officer may have resulted in more than one of these outcomes.
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 Total

Were dismissed at
preliminary scrutiny
stage

Resulted in no further
action

Resulted in conditional
deferment for up to 5
years

Were referred to
conciliation

Resulted in penalty by
consent: prohibition for
life

Resulted in penalty by
consent: limited
prohibition

Resulted in penalty by
consent: resignation

Resulted in penalty by
consent: injunction

Resulted in penalty by
consent: rebuke

Were referred to a
tribunal for
determination which
resulted in case
dismissal

Were referred to a
tribunal for
determination which
resulted in prohibition
for life

Were referred to a
tribunal for
determination which
resulted in limited
prohibition

Were referred to a
tribunal for
determination which
resulted in removal
from office

57. Of complaints under the Clergy Discipline Measure that were made in relation to allegations of
abuse against clergy in your diocese, how many, in 2018:
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Were referred to a
tribunal for
determination which
resulted in revocation
of licence

Were referred to a
tribunal for
determination which
resulted in injunction

Were referred to a
tribunal for
determination which
resulted in rebuke

 Total

Further information

If some or no, please explain.

58. Does the DSA have access to clergy personal files?

Yes

Some

No

 Total

Standard - non-church officers

Standard - church officers

Independent - lay

Independent - clergy

Further information

59. How many safeguarding risk assessments have been undertaken and completed in 2018?
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Total

Please explain under
which circumstances
you have done this.

60. How many risk assessments did your diocese undertake for other dioceses in 2018?

61. If your diocese commissioned an individual that was not on the NST preferred provider list to
undertake an independent risk assessment, please explain the reason for this.

62. Please provide examples of actions arising as a result of risk assessments.

Safeguarding
agreements in place in
your diocese

Safeguarding
agreements transferred
to another diocese or
denomination

63. In your diocese, how many safeguarding agreements are in place and how many have been
transferred to another diocese or denomination?

If no, please indicate how many agreements are not annually reviewed and the reasoning for this.

64. Do you review safeguarding agreements annually?

Yes

No
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If yes, how many were submitted?

65. Did your Diocesan Board of Finance (DBF) submit any Serious Incident Reports to the Charity
Commission in respect of any safeguarding concerns in the DBF during the period 1st January
2018 - 31st December 2018?

Yes

No

If yes, how many were submitted?

66. Did the DBF submit any Serious Incident Reports to the Charity Commission in respect of any
safeguarding concerns in the DBF relating to the period 1st January 2018 - 31st December 2018
after 31st December 2018?

Yes

No

If yes, how many?

67. Did the DBF assist any PCCs to prepare any Serious Incident Reports to the Charity
Commission in respect of any safeguarding concerns in that PCC managed by the DSA during the
period 1st January 2018 – 31st December 2018?

Yes

No

If yes, how many?

68. Did the DBF assist any PCCs to submit any Serious Incident Reports to the Charity Commission
in respect of any safeguarding concerns in the that PCC relating to the period 1st January 2018 –
31st December 2018 after 31 December 2018?

Yes

No
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Safer Recruitment

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018

69. What system(s) does your diocese have in place for monitoring the implementation of safer
recruitment practice guidance in parishes?

70. How many DBS checks did your diocese apply for in 2018?

71. How many of these came back with a concern (blemished)?

72. Please provide examples of actions arising from blemished DBS checks.

If yes, please describe the system. If no, please explain.

73. Does your diocese have a system in place to track DBS checks and 5 year renewals?

Yes

No
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If yes, how is this evidenced? If no, please explain.

74. Can your diocese evidence that all DBS checks are up to date for all clergy, including those with
PTO?

Yes

No

75. How do you deal with resistance or non-compliance to House of Bishops' guidance on DBS
checks?

If no, please explain.

76. Does your bishop capture any safeguarding concerns that may have arisen in Clergy Current
Status Letters (CCSLs)?

Yes

No

77. What system(s) does your DDO have in place for raising any safeguarding concerns that arise
during the discernment and training of ordinands?
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Safeguarding training
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 Yes No

The C0 Basic Awareness module

If no please explain. If yes, how many people have received this training in 2018?

The C1 Foundation module

If no please explain. If yes, how many people have received this training in 2018?

The C2 Leadership module

If no please explain. If yes, how many people have received this training in 2018?

The C3 Clergy and Lay Ministers module

If no please explain. If yes, how many people have received this training in 2018?

78. In your diocese have you implemented:
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 Yes No

The S1 Safer Recruitment module

If no please explain. If yes, how many people received this training in 2018?

The S3 Raising Awareness of Domestic Abuse module

If no please explain. If yes, how many people received this training in 2018?

79. In your diocese did you implement:

Licensed diocesan
clergy

Licensed diocesan
clergy with up to date
safeguarding training

Clergy with Permission
to Officiate

Clergy with Permission
to Officiate with up to
date safeguarding
training

Lay officers who hold the
bishop's licence

Lay officers who hold the
bishop's licence with up
to date safeguarding
training

80. Number of church officers and number that have received safeguarding training

81. Who delivers training in your diocese? Please select all that apply.

DSA/ ADSA

Paid safeguarding trainer(s)

Clergy

Volunteer(s)

Other (please specify)
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How many volunteer
trainers do you have?

Please describe the
arrangements in place
for training, supervising
and supporting volunteer
trainers.

82. If volunteers deliver training:

How many clergy have
been offered an
exemption or reduced
requirement from
safeguarding training
(i.e. C1 instead of C3)?

What were the reasons
for the exemption(s) or
reduction(s)?

Was the DSA consulted
in the exemption/
reduction process?

83. Clergy exemptions from safeguarding training

If no, please explain.

84. Do you have a system in place for recording exemptions or reduced requirements?

Yes

No

If no, please explain.

85. Does your diocese have a training strategy/plan?

Yes

No

86. What do you consider the main challenges to safeguarding training in your diocese?
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87. How do you deal with resistance or non-compliance to the House of Bishops' Safeguarding
Training and Development Practice Guidance?
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Whistleblowing and complaints procedures
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 Yes No

Complaints procedure

If no, please explain.

Whistle-blowing policy

If no, please explain.

88. Does your diocese have in place a policy or procedure dealing with safeguarding complaints
and whistle-blowing?

If no, please explain.

89. Does your diocese promote and offer guidance about how to complain?

Yes

No

90. How many complaints did your diocese record in 2018?
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Information sharing arrangements and partnership working
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 Yes No

MAPPA

If yes, please give details. If no, please explain.

Local police force

If yes, please give details. If no, please explain.

Local authority - children's services

If yes, please give details. If no, please explain.

Local authority - adult services

If yes, please give details. If no, please explain.

Other

If yes, please give details. If no, please explain.

91. Do you have in place information sharing agreements with:
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 Yes No

Safeguarding children partnership

Further information

Safeguarding adult partnership

Further information

92. Is your diocese represented within one or more safeguarding children or adults partnership
(formerly LSCB/ LSAB)?
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Record Keeping
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93. What is your current system for recording casework?

94. How could your casework recording system be improved?
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Quality Assurance

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018

95. How does your diocese engage children, young people and adult victims/ survivors to ascertain
their feedback and inform service improvement?

Internal 

Independent

96. How many Lessons Learned Case Reviews did your diocese undertake in the year 2018?

Please indicate the number of reviews that started in 2018 and may or may not have been
completed in the same year.

97. What quality assurance activity has your diocesan safeguarding advisory panel undertaken?

98. What quality assurance activity is your diocesan safeguarding advisory panel planning to
undertake?
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Summary
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99. In relation to safeguarding arrangements, what are your diocese's key strengths?

100. In relation to safeguarding arrangements, what are your diocese's key areas for improvement?
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Finally

Church of England - Self-Assessment of Diocesan Safeguarding
Arrangements 2018

101. Is there any additional information that your diocese would like to share in relation to
safeguarding?

102. Are there any areas that your diocese would like support on from the National Safeguarding
Team?

Thank you for completing this self assessment. Please do not click "Done" until you have discussed and finalised your
response with others. Once you are all in agreement, please click "Done".
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